We proudly partner with luxury tea blenders TEALEAVES for our selections.

**FEATURED TEA**

**Color of Biodiversity “Pink” Tea**

HERBAL CAFFEINE-FREE

A berry-forward palate with adaptogenic rich ingredients. The Color of Biodiversity pink comes from the earth’s oldest color & encourages biodiversity preservation.

---

**Organic Green**

GREEN TEA LOW CAFFEINE

High antioxidants and low caffeine.

**Imperial English Breakfast**

BLACK TEA HIGH CAFFEINE

Elegant and refined smooth sweetness.

**Mad Hatter’s Tea Party**

BLACK TEA HIGH CAFFEINE

Velvety combination of bright and flowery notes with a sweet finish.

**Darjeeling SFTGFOP Flush 2**

BLACK TEA HIGH CAFFEINE

(Super Fine Tippy Golden Flowery Orange Pekoe) Blended layers of different summer harvests with complex, broad and sharp note.

**Organic Chamomile Flowers**

HERBAL CAFFEINE-FREE

A tranquil, calming herbal infusion of sweet, apple-frAGRANt golden chamomile blossoms.

**Ginger Yuzu**

HERBAL CAFFEINE-FREE

Herbaceous ginger with grapefruit and orange character.

**Genmai Cha**

GREEN TEA LOW CAFFEINE

Sweet, mild with grassy vegetal essence.

**Golden Tippy Assam**

BLACK TEA HIGH CAFFEINE

Full bodied with a sweet, malty finish, well balanced.

**Russian Earl Grey**

BLACK TEA HIGH CAFFEINE

Spicy with citrus notes.

**Decaf Earl Grey**

BLACK TEA VERY LOW CAFFEINE

Delicate citrus notes with medium antioxidants and reduced caffeine.

**Organic Peppermint Leaves**

HERBAL CAFFEINE-FREE

Herbal infusion with an amazing minty and uplifting aroma.

**Relaxing**

HERBAL CAFFEINE-FREE

Complex herbal infusion with peppermint, chamomile, passion flowers, skullcap, and wood.

Experience unparalleled taste with TEALEAVES’ finest teas, botanicals & purposeful blends.

@TEALEAVESCO | TEALEAVES.COM

*“Consuming raw or undercooked meat, poultry, seafood, shellfish, or eggs may increase your risk of foodborne illness. 20% gratuity added to parties of six or more guests.”*
ADULT TEA

55
Assorted chilled canapes, tea sandwiches, scones with clotted cream and jam, and assorted tea pastries from La Pâtisserie.

CHILDREN’S TEA

35
Afternoon Tea offerings specially selected for our 12 and under guests.

CROWN TEA

65
Enjoy our most complete Afternoon Tea Experience with a flute of Premium Sparkling Rose, along with an extensive selection of teas. The Crown Tea Experience offers all of the Afternoon Tastings.

*Consuming raw or undercooked meats, poultry, seafood, shellfish, or eggs may increase your risk of food-borne illnesses. 20% gratuity added to parties of six or more guests.*